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Introduction 

• The study seeks to define the skill sets that the 
inspiring entrepreneurship and business 
teachers consider essential to their work.  

• Teachers expressed their views in small focus 
groups of their peers, i.e. other teachers. The 
consensus opinions formulated by the group 
was then meticulousy documented. 

• A separate questionnaire has been used to 
support the data collection. 
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Statement of the problem 

 

 “What skill sets do entrepreneurship and 
 business teachers personally feel they 
 must possess in order to be an inspiring 
 entrepreneurship and business teacher?” 
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Questions of the study 

1. What are the core skills or skill sets that 
 entrepreneurship and business teachers say 
 make up their work, and what kinds of expertise 
 are these made up of? 

  

2. Which sub-skills make up the above core skills? 

 

3. How can skill sets be classified into cognitive, 
 psychomotor and affective elements? 
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Literature review 

 
• The theoretical review includes elements from Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom, 

1956) 
• Also, the theoretical framework consists of theories dealing with the 

general skill sets and competence of teachers as well as their knowhow.  A 
synthesis put forward by Römer-Paakkanen & Takanen-Körperich (2011) 
used to access the skills required of the entrepreneurship teacher in 
theory.  

• Koiranen (2000) emphasizes entrepreneurial attitude in everyday work  
• Suonpää (2013) brings the role of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship 

education as keys to the well-being of individuals, organisations and 
nations.  

• The data collection method was the Canadian DACUM model, i.e. an 
occupational analysis (Glendenning 1995, Takanen-Körperich & 
Westerholm 2017, Westerholm 2007 & 2010). 
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Methodology 

 
• The approach in this study is predominantly 

qualitative and phenomenographic. 
 
• The researcher’s subjective conception of the 

subject and the people under study has a bearing 
on how he/she interprets the research data. In 
the present study, the researcher served as a 
facilitator in the DACUM data collection method, 
and also as a key research instrument and 
interpreter of data. 
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  “What must a teacher be able to do…” 

  

Theoretical premises and 

earlier research 

= entrepreneurship and 

business teacher skill sets 

in light of literature 

Empirical element: DACUM model based on 

Bloom’s taxonomy =  skill sets as recounted 

by inspiring entrepreneurship and business  

teachers together with  a separate 

questionnaire of expressed core competences 

   

C + A + P 

 

  

C = cognitive 

A = affective 

P = psychomotor 

  

  

Core of the inspiring 

entrepreneurship and 

business teacher  

from the skill sets perspective 

  

RESEARCH DESIGN 



Data collection 

• The empirical data was collected through a Finnish 
adaptation of the Canadian DACUM (Developing A 
Curriculum) model which is used to analyze the 
contents of the requirements of various occupations. 
The DACUM model delivers a single-page occupation-
analysis chart consisting of knowledge, skills and 
attitudes based on session with entrepreneurship and 
business teachers using the brainstorming technique. 

• The focus group was selected in cooperation with the 
organisers of the SPACE 2017 conference in Porto, 
Portugal.  

• The separate questionnaire supported data collection. 
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Data Analysis 
 
 

The core skills are analyzed by using Bloom’s taxonomy, thus 
interpreting the competence-based job expertise as  
  
1)  cognitively developing thought processes – cognitive 
 skills,  
2)  affective expertise process – affective skills, and  
3)  psychomotor expertise processes – psychomotor skills. 
  
From the viewpoint of inspiring entrepreneurship and 
business teacher education, cognitive skills mainly 
correspond to knowledge based competence, while affective 
skills correspond to attitude, and manual and physical tasks 
can be located in e.g. psychomotor skills. 
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Data Analysis continues... 

• The researcher’s (facilitator’s) interaction with the 
analysis focus group relies both on a pragmatic and 
constructivist conception of knowledge.  In the DACUM 
seminar, all participants see their skill sets subjectively, 
bring these up in interaction with the focus group and 
thus arrive at definitions of shared core skills or sub-
skills as a consensus decision. 
 

• The core skills or the sub-skills contained therein do 
not represent an absolute truth but are rather the 
consensus decisions of the inspiring entrepreneurship 
and business teachers, i.e. the negotiated results. 
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Preliminary findings  

• This study shows that a distinct line should be drawn 
between how the entrepreneurship and business teacher 
should meet the student, to be interested in students’ 
everyday life and how to teach entrepreneurial attitude 
and behavior in future working life.  

• The teacher must comprehend the concept and totality of 
the business along with the distinctive characteristics of 
each sector, i.e. he or she must possess a cognitive 
knowledge of business activities. 

•  Affective and psychomotor competence and attitudes are 
now highlighted in the teacher’s expertise alongside the 
traditionally emphasized cognitive competence and 
attitudes. 
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Preliminary findings continues... 

  

According to our study the entrepreneurship and business 
teachers should establish shared values by 

 

–  creating safe learning environment in mutual respect 

–  creating  inspiring atmosphere by contextual 
storytelling focused on success stories 

–  teach students to accept their failures  and take 
advantage of them in a positive way  
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Conclusions 

• Teacher education in focus 

• Understanding of overwhelming teaching and 
learning process is constantly required 

• Importance of students’ attitude training  

• Apply knowledge, put theory into practice and 
use knowledge 

• Open-minded to experience, willing to hear 
and reconcile conflict situations 
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SPACE Conference Porto, Portugal 2017 

• Porto  

    harbour by 

    Atlantic 

    Ocean 
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SPACE Conference Porto,  
Portugal 2017 
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SPACE Conference Porto,  
Portugal 2017 
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DACUM Analysis Exercise 
Puerto Rico, July 23 - 28, 2017  

   

11.40-11.50  DACUM Analysis Process review 

11.50-12.20  Inspiring Entrepreneurship  
   Lecturer/Instructor 

   GACs, the General Areas of  
    Competence (core skills) & 

   The subskills of the first GAC have 
    been defined 

12.20-12.30  Summary and questions 
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WHAT IS DACUM? 

• DACUM = Devolping A Curriculum 

• A model for competence-based learning 

• Used extensively in Canada, USA and in other 
countries 

– Colleges 

– Vocational and training institutions 

– Business and idustry 
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Components of the DACUM model 

• Competency analysis (DACUM analysis) 

 

• Competency-based program development 

 

• Competency-based administration 
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A key document: 
A DACUM analysis 

• A one page  matrix identifying all the required 
competencies for a given work function 

 

• Object and scope may vary 
• single job 

• job families or categories 

• a profession or professional domain 

• a business functional area 
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 As an Inspiring Entrepreneurship 
 Lecturer/Instructor I must be able to… 

….plus suitable VERB 
 
• trust the students’ ability to adopt new learning 

models 
• build up innovative decisions in instructing and 

coaching 
• support students to take risks 
• possess entrepreneurial spirit 
• be patient, open-minded, professional 
• etc. 
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GACs (core skills)     Sub-skills 

FIGURE 11 DACUM-analysis (Coffin 2002, 16) 



Why a DACUM analysis ? 

• to establish a partnership between education and 
business & industry 

• to maximize input from expert practitioners 
• for multi-purpose uses 
• to increase support for effective employee and 

organizational development 
• found to be: 
 - effective 
 - quick 
 - cost effective 
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Thank you for your 

attention ! 
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